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Abstract. In many scientific fields there is a high interest to study molecular adsorption processes on surfaces. The adsorbed
molecule can have significant impact on the properties of the material under study, for example protein adsorption to inorganic
material can enhance its biocompatibility. Attenuated total reflection Fourier-transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy is a
suitable method to monitor such adsorption processes close to a surface. In this study, ZnO films were synthesized on silicon
ATR substrates via a mild hydrothermal reaction. The films were then characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and FTIR microscopy. Chemical imaging with FTIR microscopy allowed to analyze the composition of the heterogeneous film
samples. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was then applied to investigate the adsorption properties of the ZnO films. Protein solutions
of bovine serum albumine (BSA) were circulated in a closed cycle over the ZnO film and IR spectra were recorded during the
adsorption process. A stronger protein adsorption was observed for silicon substrates coated with ZnO than for plain silicon.
Furthermore, subsequent flushing with pure water and desorption measurements indicated a stronger protein binding to ZnO
than to plain silicon.
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1. Introduction
Molecular adsorption plays an important role in many processes. The growth of bacterial cells on teeth
for example is assumed to happen after the formation of a film of salivary proteins [11]. Proliferation
of human cells on an implant can also be impacted by the adsorption of proteins to its surface [5,16].
Furthermore, adsorption of surfactants is used to control the shape of growing nanoparticles [2] or to
remove dyes from industrial wastewater [17]. These examples show that understanding adsorption processes is an important and ambiguous topic for researchers of various research fields. ZnO is a material
of high interest for many applications due to its biocompatibility [12] and antibacterial activity [18]. We
studied protein adsorption on ZnO films by infrared spectroscopy. Several methods are available for the
synthesis of ZnO films, from spray pyrolysis [1] and electrodeposition [8] to chemical bath deposition
[15], with the latter being a simple and non-hazardous synthesis route with low cost. As a hydrothermal
procedure, the reaction is carried out in an alkaline, aqueous solution of Zn(NO3 )2 , where a film of ZnO
is formed over time [15]. A suitable method for the analysis of proteins is attenuated total reflection
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). Structural information can be obtained from the
amide I (∼1650 cm−1 ) and amide II (∼1550 cm−1 ) bands, which result from protein backbone vibrations [3]. The ATR-FTIR approach provides a high sensitivity for the detection of molecules close to the
ATR crystal surface. The ATR crystal acts as internal reflection element with multiple reflections. We
synthesized a ZnO film on the surface of the ATR crystal (a silicon substrate) and implemented the ATR
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crystal into a flow-through system where solutions can be circulated in a closed cycle. Water solutions
were used to test the stability of the ZnO film, and protein solutions to monitor the protein adsorption to
the ZnO surface. At each reflection point, the intensity of the IR beam decreases exponentially with the
distance to the surface, thus processes in close proximity to the ATR crystal surface can be studied with
higher sensitivity. For silicon ATR crystals, the penetration depth in the mid-IR region is about 1 μm
[7].
In this work, the chemical bath deposition method was utilized to prepare thin films of ZnO on silicon
ATR substrates, which were then characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and FTIR
microscopy. Furthermore, the films were used to investigate the adsorption of bovine serum albumin
(BSA) with different concentrations. The binding affinity of the protein to the ZnO film was compared
with the uncoated silicon ATR substrate. Time-dependent spectra of the amide I and II bands were
analyzed to gain deeper insights into the adsorption process itself.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Thin film synthesis
The synthesis of ZnO films was done on silicon windows (Korth) for SEM measurements as well as
for FTIR microscopy. For the ATR-FTIR spectroscopy measurements, trapezoidal silicon ATR crystals
(Specac) were used.
Previous to the synthesis, the silicon substrate was immersed in 5 mM guanidinum hydrochloride
(Roth) to remove any existing protein deposits. Afterwards it was treated with 4% acetic acid (Roth)
for 15 minutes. It was then polished with a paper cloth and ethyl acetate (technical), immersed in 1 M
hydrochloric acid (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 minutes and sonicated for 15 min in MilliQ water.
The synthesis of the zinc oxide thin film was done by the hydrothermal synthesis route as described
by Shinde et al. [15]. A 0.1 M solution of Zn(NO3 )2 (Roth) was prepared. The pH of the solution
was adjusted to ∼11.8 by addition of ∼25% diluted NH3 (Sigma-Aldrich). The silicon substrate was
immersed in the solution, which was stirred for five to seven hours at ∼50°C. Subsequently, the substrate
was rinsed with MilliQ water and left to dry at room temperature.
2.2. Scanning electron microscopy
A silicon cuvette was prepared via the described synthesis. Imaging was done with a Hitachi TM 3000
tabletop SEM using the program TEM3000 (Hitachi). A voltage of 15 keV was used. The samples were
analyzed as produced, without sputtering. The resolution of the SEM was limited to 1 μm.
2.3. Infrared microscopy
A LUMOS IR microscope (Bruker) was used for imaging and spectral analysis of the thin film. For
the spectral measurements, a background of an uncoated silicon cuvette was recorded with a resolution
of 4 cm−1 . The spectra of the ZnO film were recorded with 20 scans and in an area of ∼140 μm ×
140 μm. Imaging and collection of spectral data were performed with the software OPUS (Bruker), data
analysis with OPUS and Origin 2015G (Origin Lab).
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Fig. 1. SEM image of the ZnO thin film synthesized on the silicon substrate. The ZnO film shows a high heterogeneity with
ZnO particles and aggregates of various sizes.

2.4. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy
Protein solutions were prepared with lyophilized BSA (Serva) and MilliQ water with various concentrations (0.25, 0.5 and 1 mg/mL). The ZnO film was synthesized on the silicon ATR crystal as described
above. An ATR flow-cell with vertical geometry (Specac) was used to mount the crystal into the spectrometer. The necessary space between the silicon crystal and the metal mount of the set-up was provided
by insertion of teflon spacers on each side of the crystal. ZnO film was carefully removed with a paper
cloth in the areas where the teflon spacers were placed, to prevent the set-up from leaking. A peristaltic
pump (Ismatec) was connected to the crystal mount via teflon tubing. Previous to the experiments, the
teflon tubing was cleaned by flushing it with 150 mL of 2% Hellmanex-II-solution (Hellma) at 35°C
and then 150 mL MilliQ water, each at a flow rate of 4.8 mL/min. Experiments were done with a flow
rate of 0.48 mL/min. To remove particles adhering loosely to the thin film, the mounted substrate was
first flushed with MilliQ water for 120 minutes. A background measurement with water was taken before switching to BSA solutions. Measurements were recorded during 120 minutes of cycling the BSA
solution through the ATR cell, afterwards the protein solution was exchanged by pure MilliQ water,
which was then pumped through the cell for further 120 minutes. ATR-FTIR measurements were done
at room temperature with a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 and 32 scans per measurement. The software
OPUS (Bruker) was used for data acquisition and analysis. A base line correction was performed. Origin
2015G (OriginLab) was used for plotting and data fitting.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization of ZnO thin films
Many synthesis routes for the production of ZnO thin films exist, but in this study the chemical bath
deposition method was used because of its low cost and mild reaction conditions. The films synthesized
via this route showed two different components, already visible by eye: first, a white thin film formed on
the surface of the silicon substrate and with longer reaction times, a growth of particles was observed.
In Fig. 1, a SEM image of such a sample is given, showing single particles with sizes of 5–20 μm, and
aggregates thereof with the size of 100–200 μm. The resolution of the SEM was not high enough to
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Fig. 2. Chemical imaging of the ZnO thin film with FTIR microscopy. a) Visible light image of a ZnO thin film and selected
areas (1–4). b) Corresponding infrared spectra reveal the heterogeneity of the ZnO film with low particle density (1, 2) and
areas containing particle-aggregates (3, 4).

resolve smaller structural components of the thin film. Shinde et al., from whose work this synthesis
path is derived, found the thin film to be built of ZnO cones with sizes below 1 μm [15]. However, in
their study no formation of particles or aggregates was observed. They used glass substrates and shorter
reaction times, which is assumed to be the cause of the differences compared to our study.
IR microscopy provides a chemical imaging of samples as IR spectra can be recorded from selected
sample regions with μm spatial resolution [6]. This method was applied to characterize further the heterogeneity of the film, already observed in the SEM image, and to resolve potential differences in the IR
spectra of larger ZnO particle-aggregates versus the thin film with sub-μm particle sizes. Two spectra of
particle-aggregates and two spectra of areas with low particle density are compared (Fig. 2). The aggregates show IR absorbance in the region between 1700 and 1200 cm−1 , including one distinct band with
high intensity at 1549 cm−1 and one with lower intensity at ∼1391 cm−1 . In contrast to the SEM image,
which shows no structures other than the larger particles and aggregates, the IR spectra reveal weak, but
non-zero signals also for sample areas with low particle density, suggesting the presence of ZnO there.
Thin films grown by metalorganic chemical vapour deposition show similar bands at 1560 cm−1 and
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1395 cm−1 which were attributed to the bending modes of surface bound hydroxide groups [10]. The
small deviations in wavenumbers might be explained by the different synthesis approach.
For the investigation of the protein adsorption on the ZnO film by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, the particles and aggregates with sizes above several micrometers in diameter will basically not contribute to the
spectra since the penetration depth of the IR beam into the sample is only about 1 μm. Thus the major
part of those particle and aggregate surfaces interacting with the protein will not be detected. As a result,
the small structures of the thin film are most likely recorded in the protein adsorption experiments. The
size, surface structure and abundance of the large particles and aggregates are therefore mostly irrelevant
for the processes observed in our FTIR-ATR studies.
3.2. Investigation of protein binding properties
To investigate the adsorption process of BSA to the ZnO film, time-dependent ATR-FTIR measurements were performed. Experiments with uncoated silicon substrates were also conducted in order to
compare the adsorption behaviour of the protein to the plain silicon surface. Figure 3 shows measurements for a BSA concentration of 0.25 mg/mL. Spectra are shown from 2 to 10 minutes in 2 min steps
and from 10 to 110 minutes in 10 min steps. Bands at 1652 cm−1 and 1546 cm−1 are observed and
attributed to the amide I and amide II vibrations respectively. Both bands rise in the course of the experiment, with the uncoated surface showing final values of ∼25 mOD for amide I and ∼20 mOD for
amide II (Fig. 3a), whereas considerably higher values are observed for the ZnO coated surface, ∼55
mOD for amide I and ∼40 mOD for amide II (Fig. 3b), although same protein concentrations were
used. Subsequent flushing of the samples with MilliQ water resulted in partial signal loss, which was
generally higher for the uncoated samples than for ZnO films (data not shown). For the amide I bands,
the signal decreased by ∼35% (plain silicon) and ∼8% (ZnO film) of the maximum intensity after 110
minutes of flushing. The amide II bands decreased by ∼29% (plain silicon) and ∼19% (ZnO film). The
results imply that more BSA binds to ZnO than to the silicon of the plain ATR crystal. Additionally, the
lower decrease during the desorption experiments indicates a stronger binding of BSA to ZnO. A signal
increase due to sedimentation of BSA molecules on the ATR crystal surface should be negligible as the
experiments were performed in a flow-through manner and with a vertical ATR-cell geometry which
should prevent sedimentation processes. In the desorption experiments, the percental intensity loss is
observed to be different for the amide I and the amide II, in particular for the ZnO surface, and thus
cannot be attributed to the protein desorption alone since one would expect a similar behaviour for both
protein bands. The difference is probably caused by the interference with the water band at ∼1640 cm−1
(O-H bending vibration) which significantly overlaps with the amide I, and only slightly with the amide
II. In principle, the contribution of water should be cancelled out in the spectra since water was used for
the background measurements. However, when changes in the water signal occur, this will significantly
impact the amide I intensity. A destruction of the ZnO film leads to an increase of water at the probed
surface, and thus to an increase in the water signal, which can explain the substantially smaller loss in
the amide I signal for the samples with ZnO films. For the plain silicon surface, a different intensity loss
for the amide I and amide II is also observed, but with a higher loss for amide I than for amide II. We
attribute these differences to small air bubbles which likely arise in the flow system over the time course
of the experiments. Such bubbles replace water molecules at the probed surface leading to a reduced
signal. If this process occurs in addition to the desorption of BSA, this can explain the stronger decrease
of the amide I band as compared to the amide II in the experiments with plain silicon. This phenomenon
can also affect ZnO film samples, but due to the higher total protein signal here, bubbles of the same
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Fig. 3. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy to monitor BSA adsorption on ZnO thin films. Time-dependent spectra of the adsorption process
a) to an uncoated and b) to a ZnO coated silicon ATR crystal. The same protein concentrations (c = 0.25 mg/mL) were used
for both measurements. Intensity change of the c) amide I band at 1652 cm−1 and d) amide II band at 1546 cm−1 over time for
the uncoated (red) and ZnO coated (black) ATR-crystal. The data in c) and d) were fitted with a bi-exponential function.

size have a smaller relative effect than in experiments with plain silicon. Formation of air bubbles was
observed after long measurement times, thus interfering mainly with the desorption measurements and
less with the adsorption studies.
The intensity changes over time were plotted for the amide I (Fig. 3c) and amide II (Fig. 3d) band
maxima. The intensity plots show that the adsorption process to the uncoated silicon substrate is completed earlier than to the ZnO film, as the signal reaches earlier a plateau. Moreover, it becomes obvious
that the absolute intensities of the amide I and amide II bands are significantly higher for the adsorption
of BSA to the ZnO than to the uncoated silicon surface. The same behaviour was also observed for the
other studied BSA concentrations (data not shown). Exponential fitting of the signal growth was performed for both amide bands and for both surfaces. While mono-exponential fits did not describe the
data well, bi-exponential fitting was more successful what indicates the existence of two processes. We
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tentatively assign the faster process to the adsorption of BSA to the surface and the slower process to the
further assembly of BSA to the previously adsorbed BSA. Other studies have reported spectral changes
in CD spectra of BSA during incubation of a BSA solution with ZnO nanoparticles. It was observed
that CD bands corresponding to α-helical structure elements decrease during incubation. The changes
only affected band intensities and not band shapes, what implies that the overall structure of the protein
was preserved [4]. This is in line with our results where no significant changes in the amide I and II
band shapes are observed, thus supporting that no larger structural changes are occurring upon adsorption. Another study investigated the differences in adsorption of BSA from phosphate buffered saline to
hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces and found a stronger adsorption strength on hydrophilic surfaces
[9]. This might explain our findings that BSA shows a stronger adsorption to ZnO than to silicon. The
abundance of oxygen and OH groups is expected to be higher in ZnO than in silicon, as the latter only
contains some native oxide groups [14]. ZnO in contrast shows polar surfaces [13]. It is therefore assumed that ZnO is more capable to bind hydroxide groups in the aqueous surroundings present in this
study, thus resulting in a higher surface hydrophilicity.

4. Conclusions
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy is an appropriate method to study adsorption processes of proteins on surfaces. The ATR crystal itself provides a surface, but can furthermore be coated with other materials.
We explored a suitable approach to synthesize a ZnO thin film on a silicon ATR crystal. Due to the
mild synthesis conditions, this method is less aggressive towards the substrate and easily accessible.
We investigated the adsorption process of BSA to ZnO and plain silicon surfaces using a flow-through
system. A larger amount of BSA was adsorbed to ZnO than to the plain silicon surface. Furthermore,
a stronger binding affinity was observed by desorption experiments. Protein structural changes upon
adsorption were monitored by time-dependent amide I and II spectra. No significant structural changes
were observed for BSA adsorption to ZnO and silicon surfaces.
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